Introduction
When plotted in linear transformations of the Michaelis-Menten equation, ion uptake in plants has been shown to be multiphasic, i.e. to be represented by a series of straight lines separated by discontinuous transitions (Nissen 1971 (Nissen , 1974 (Nissen , 1991 (Nissen , 1996 . Reanalysis of data for other transport, binding and enzyme systems has also given such kinetics (Nissen and Martín-Nieto 1998) . Recently, such profiles have been found for a variety of biological as well as non-biological processes and phenomena, including activation of ion channels, binding, pH, folding/unfolding, effects of various interactions and chain length (Nissen 2015a ,b, Nissen 2016a . These biological and nonbiological processes have little in common beyond the ions involved. Here I show that the multiphasic property seen in so many systems is present in the fundamental physical properties of the ion themselves.
The characteristics of multiphasic profiles have now also been found in profiles for activities of ions in simple inorganic solutions, indicating that they are somehow causing the multiphasic profiles in more complex systems. A set of extensive and precise data (Lee et al. 2002) for the activities of the biologically very important ions Na + , K + and Cl -(in NaCl and KCl) at four different temperatures (15, 25, 35 and 45 o C) will be reanalyzed in the present paper. The activities of NaBr and KBr will be plotted in a forthcoming paper. Extensive data for these and other ion activities Wilczek-Vera et al. (2004) can also be precisely represented by multiphasic profiles (in preparation).
Reanalysis
Data for the activity coefficients of Na + and Cl -in aqueous solutions of various concentrations at 288. 15, 298.15, 308.15 and 318.15 K (Tables 1 and 6 in Lee et al. 2002) have been plotted against each other . Data for the activity coefficients of K + and Cl - (Tables 2 and 5 in Lee et al. 2002) have also been plotted (Figs 9-16).
As shown by the very high absolute r values for the straight lines (47 of the 58 r values in Figs 1-16 are 0.999 or higher), the data can, without exception, be well represented by straight lines. When lines intersect in a common point, the transition is obviously discontinuous (intersection between lines VII and VIII in Fig. 3, between lines I and II and between lines II and III in Fig. 5, between lines V and VI in Fig. 6 , between lines I and II in Fig. 7 , between lines III and IV in Fig. 9 ). When lines intersect close to a point, the transition is probably also discontinuous. As concluded by the authors, the ion activity coefficients decreased with increasing temperature. However, in contrast to their representation (Figs 2 and 3 in Lee et al. 2002) of the profiles for ion activities as curvilinear, the profiles are precisely multiphasic. The profiles for Na + (from NaCl) can be represented by 8 or 9 phases (Figs 1-4) . The profiles has a minimum at 0.632-0.837 and increase again at higher concentrations. The profiles for Cl -(from NaCl) can be represented by 6-8 phases and decrease with increasing ion concentration. The profiles for K + (from KCl) can be represented by 6 phases for the three highest temperatures (Figs 10-12 ), but by 8 phases for the lowest temperature (Fig. 9) . In marked contrast to the profiles for Na + , the ion activities decreased over the entire concentration range. The profiles for Cl -(from KCl) can be represented by 8-10 phases (Figs 13-16) . Again, the activities decreased with increasing concentrations, maybe except for a slight increase at a few of the highest concentrations. The profiles for any one ion are very similar at the various temperatures, and it seems that any differences in the patterns may be accidental.
Conclusions and Questions
As shown, the present data are very if not exceedingly precise. It seems that they allow some far-reaching conclusions, but they do also present difficult questions. In many experimental studies, in non-biological as well as in biological systems, the systems have been taken to be continuous as a function of the parameter being varied, without any disruptions. However, it has now been shown (see Introduction) that many systems are in fact discontinuous rather than continuous. There has been little or no awareness of these discontinuities which seem to originate from discontinuities in ion activities in the system being studied. Clearly, such studies should now be carried out with sufficient detail and precision for any discontinuities to be recognized.
